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LP AMERICANA GROOVE CAJON
The Americana Groove Cajons is a slightly more compact version 
of the standard Americana Snare Cajon. It's constructed using 
hand-selected, plantation grown Baltic Birch, chosen for its 
superior durability and incredible resonance. Made in the USA.

LP1427 18½"H × 11¼"W × 10¼"D 

LP AMERICANA STRING CAJON 
A hand-selected, exotic African Sapele wood front plate with highly 
responsive, custom-designed D’Addario® strings, which create a crisp 
vocalization that’s essential for the traditional Flamenco sound. Made 
from hand-selected, 11-ply, plantation grown, Baltic Birch with a hand-
selected, Exotic African Sapele front plate. Made in the USA.

LP1437 18¾"H × 11¾"W × 11¾"D 

LP AMERICANA SNARE CAJON  
A hand-selected, exotic lyptus wood front plate with Puresound® 
Custom Pro brass snares produce a lively, sizzling vocalization,  
that’s both bright and resonant. Made from hand-selected,  
11-ply, plantation grown, Baltic Birch with angled top corners  
for comfortable playing. Made in the USA.

LP1438 18¾"H × 11¾"W × 11¾"D 

LP AMERICANA PERUVIAN CAJON
A hand-selected, exotic African Okoume front plate that produces a  
wide spectrum of traditional cajon sounds, from the highest-pitched  
slaps to thunderous, deep bass tones. Made from hand-selected,  
11-ply, plantation grown, Baltic Birch. Made in the USA.

LP1439 19"H × 11½"W × 11"D 

AMERICANA EXOTIC  
CEDAR WIRE CAJON
With its cedar body construction and LP’s patented ‘Perfect 
Pitch’ varying-ply soundboard this cajon delivers high crisp 
snare sounds and resonant bass tones. Made in the USA.

LP1446  18¾"H × 11½"W × 11½"D 

AMERICANA SOLID BLACK WALNUT 
AND SOLID HARD MAPLE CAJON 
One half of its ¾-inch thick body is made from solid Black Walnut, while 
the other is solid Hard Maple. Each soundboard has a fully adjustable 
snare wire with on/off control. Made in the USA.

LP1422  19"H × 12½"W × 12"D 

AMERICANA AMBROSIA  
MAPLE WIRE CAJON 
With its Ambrosia Maple body and matching soundboard and 
premium DW True-Tone® snare wires, this two-voice cajon looks 
as amazing as it sounds. Made in the USA.

LP1421  19½"H × 11¾"W × 10¼"D 

AMERICANA BLACK BOX  
STRING CAJON 
The Americana Black Box String Cajon has a stealthy black finish,  
MDF body and Baltic Birch soundboard. Made in the USA.

LP1428NYBS 19"H × 11"W × 10"D 
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LP TWO-SIDED SNARE CAJONS
LP partnered with Drum Workshop® to create these amazing, portable 
snare cajons. Play it in your lap or a snare stand and add it to any 
existing drum set or percussion rig. Its two sides give you the option  
of a “Flamenco” snare sound with a textured playing surface or an  
open “Peruvian” style sound. 

LP1410S 10" diameter × 5" deep 

LP1412S 12" diameter × 5" deep 

LP ADJUSTABLE SNARE CAJON  
Take complete control of the amount of sizzle in your performance.  
The Adjustable Snare Cajon allows you to increase or decrease snare 
tension with a unique notched lever that is conveniently located on  
the rear of the cajon.  

LP1426A 19¾" H × 11¾" W × 12¼" D 

LP CAJON  
This Spanish style cajon allows you to adjust the string tension to 
create more or less snare sound using a standard drum key. Its large 
size gives a rounded bass tone while the Poplar soundboard has 
great midrange and highs.

LP1432 17 3 ⁄8"H × 11¾"W × 12¼"D 

PERUVIAN ULTRA-BASS CAJON 
This is a Caribbean-style instrument is made in Peru, with a 
Pine plywood body and a Higuerilla laminate soundboard that 
produces a deep, rich bass sound. Bag included.

LP8800LB  18½"H × 20½"W × 12"D 

PERUVIAN SOLID WOOD  
BRICK CAJON 
Made in Peru, from Walnut, Mahogany and Almond wood, this 
cajon is both unique in its sound and its appearance. The 
Higuerilla soundboard is deftly captures the traditional sound 
of the finest Peruvian cajons. Bag included.

LP8800B  18"H × 13¾"W × 11½"D 

PERUVIAN CHICO SOLID  
PINE CAJON
Made from American Pine with a soundboard of Higuerilla laminate, 
this remarkable sounding cajon is a professional-quality, Peruvian-
made instrument at an incredible price. Bag included.

LP8800PS  15¾"H × 11¾"W × 10"D 

PERUVIAN SOLID WALNUT  
STRING CAJON
Handmade in Peru, this cajon’s top and sides are made from Solid 
Walnut with an Almond wood inlay. A Pine plywood back sits opposite 
an exotic Higuerilla laminate soundboard. Bag included.

LP8800WS  18½"H × 13"W × 11½"D 

MADE IN USA
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LP AMERICANA SIGNATURE  
KEVIN RICARD CAJON  
Developed by LP in collaboration with famed percussionist, Kevin Ricard, this 
signature cajon is constructed of hand-selected, 11-ply, plantation grown, 
Baltic Birch Wood cabinet and a beautiful Heartwood front plate. It features an 
innovative, patented top-tuning design that allows you to individually set the 
tension on each of the four internal D'Addario strings. It's expertly constructed, 
using dovetail joinery with angled top corners for maximum playing comfort.

LP1424  18½"H × 11¾"W × 11¾"D 

Kevin Ricard 

Perhaps no artist in the world has done more to popularize the cajon. 
Kevin Ricard and his many television appearances on the "The 
Tonight Show with Jay Leno" and "American Idol" have placed Kevin 
and his cajon front and center in front of millions of viewers.

LP TONY SUCCAR SIGNATURE  
"UNITY" CAJON 
Designed in conjunction with percussionist, producer and mutli-instrumentalist 
Tony Succar, this Peruvian cajon features Tony's signature "Unity" graphic.  Made 
in Tony's homeland of Peru the cajon is made with a solid Pine body and a Cedar 
soundboard to provide an authentic Peruvian sound that Tony is known for. 
Includes carrying bag. 

LP8800TS 185 ⁄8"H × 12¾"W × 113 ⁄8"D 

LP PEDRITO MARTINEZ SIGNATURE CAJON
This cajon features LP's patented stave construction giving it a unique look and  
sound. The expanded “belly” and narrow top allow an amazing sonic range that  
produces both crisp slap tones along with rich resonant bass. The stunning  
Deep Cut Mango body features Stained Mocha finish that makes this drums  
look as bold as it sounds.

LP1406-PM 19"H × 11¾"W × 11½"D 

Pedrito Martinez 
Born in Havana, Cuba, Pedrito Martinez is blazing a musical trail for both 
himself and the generations that follow him. In addition to his work with 
his Grammy-nominated Pedrito Martinez Group, he has recorded and 
performed with Wynton Marsalis, Paul Simon, Paquito D’Rivera, Bruce 
Springsteen and Sting and has contributed, as a percussionist and  
vocalist, to over 50 albums. 

Tony Succar 
Tony Succar has worked with artists Arturo Sandoval, Néstor Torres, Tito 
Nieves, La India, Obie Bermudez, Jennifer Peña, Tito Puente Jr., and  
Marc Anthony among others. Succar’s compositions emphasize 
combinations of syncopation, harmonic curiosity, rhythmic uniformity,  
and tasteful melodies. 

LP MONA TAVAKOLI SIGNATURE  
"MT BOX" CAJON  
Designed in conjunction with Mona Tavakoli, this Americana cajon 
is made in LP’s California Wood Shop and features dual playing 
surfaces. Made with a cross-laminated pine body and Baltic birch 
soundboards the cajon comes with four factory-tuned phosphor 
bronze strings with a unique, graduated three-sound hole design. 
Made in the USA.     

LP1443 18"H × 11¾"W × 12"D 

Mona Tavakoli 
While Mona is equally comfortable performing as a drummer and 
a percussionist, she is especially known for adapting the cajón to 
unexpected genres such as rock and pop. Mona and Jason Mraz 
have been collaborating for nearly a decade. She tours worldwide 
with Mraz and also a co-founder of the band Raising Jane.
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CUBAN CAJONS
This trio of traditional Cuban cajons are to be played on top 
like a conga or bongo. Traditionally used for Cuban Rumba 
these cajons also work with any musical style.  

LP9900Q Cuban Quinto Cajon 

LP9900S Cuban Segundo Cajon 

LP9900B Cuban Bajo Cajon  

LP MATADOR®  
TRIPLE PERCUSSION CAJON 
Play any one of the three sides of this cajon to get the widest variety of 
sounds from any cajon ever made. Bongo cajons are built into two of the 
sides and a third side is designed to produce a slightly altered bass sound. 
Built with a Poplar body and Birch soundboard. 

M1401VSB 17¼"H × 20"W x 12¼"D 

LP MATADOR® TWO-VOICE  
SPANISH/PERUVIAN CAJON 
Built with two soundboards, it’s two cajons in one! One is Birch/Poplar 
with DW® snare wires that produce a traditional Spanish cajon sound. 
The other, made from Sapele wood, delivers a full-voiced Peruvian 
sound. Perfect for players who play multiple styles of music.

M1400N  17³ ⁄8"H × 13¾"W × 12"D 

AMERICANA BLACK BOX  
DIY TWO-VOICE CAJON 
This easy and fun-to-assemble, “Do-It-Yourself” cajon is a great sounding 
snare wire and a Peruvian cajon in one. It features an MDF body and 
natural-finished Baltic Birch soundboards. Made in the USA.

LP1413  19½"H × 11½"W × 12"D 

LP BLUETOOTH MIX CAJON
This pro-quality cajon features an integrated 40-watt amp with a two-channel mixer, allowing  
players to jam with their friends or play along with their favorite songs from any Bluetooth 
enabled device while a rechargeable lithium-ion battery gives musicians the freedom to bring 
their music anywhere. The birch body and soundboard delivers deep, punchy bass response  
and two sets of internal snare wires offer sharp, crisp slap sounds, while radiused top 
corners provide a comfortable playing experience. 

» Integrated 40-watt amp with 2-channel mixer with twin 4½" drivers and a 3½"  
high-frequency horn 

» Rechargeable lithium- ion battery supplies up to 10 hours of cordless performance 
» Bluetooth capability allows you to stream music wirelessly from up to 30 feet away  

from any Bluetooth enabled device
» Birch body and soundboard with Natural finish or Tobacco Burst finish 

LP1440 17¾"H × 13"W × 11¾"D, Natural finish  

LP1440TB 17¾"H × 13"W × 11¾"D, Tobacco Burst finish 

LP BLACK BOX WIRE CAJON
The LP Black Box Wire Cajon is a winning combination of sound 
and price. Winner of DRUM! Magazine’s Drummies! award for Best 
Cajon. It has a clear distinction of snare and bass tones. Made 
of environmentally responsible eco-board body. Body is MDF, 
soundboard is Birch/Poplar.

LP1428NY 19"H × 11"W × 10"D 
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LP MATADOR® STAVE TUMBA CAJONS
This unique cajon is made with a Poplar soundboard and Mango staves in the shape of a mini conga 
and delivers the familiar attack of a cajon with the resonance of a much bigger instrument. The large 
“belly” and tapered top provide an amazing bass-to-piccolo sonic range. 

M1406RB 19"H × 11¾"W × 11½"D, Rustic Brown  

M1406M 19"H × 11¾"W × 11½"D, Mahogany Stain 

LP MATADOR® STAVE QUINTO CAJONS
This Quinto-sized cajon is made with Mango staves and a Poplar soundboard and produces a higher pitch 
and cuts through with resonant overtones. The rounded “belly” gives a warm bass sound and the smaller 
top dimension makes highs easy to produce.

M1405MN 17¼"H × 11"W × 10½"D, Mahogany Stain with Natural Front 

M1405GN 17¼"H × 11"W × 10½"D, Green with Natural Front  

LP GIOVANNI SIGNATURE STAVE TUMBA CAJON 
Based on LP’s top-selling stave cajon, the Giovanni Signature Stave Cajon  
is made using North American Ash that matches the  
popular Giovanni Wood Galaxy Congas and Bongos.  
Like all LP Stave Cajons, it features a rounded  
“belly” and a more narrow top for a wide  
sonic range with crisp slaps and a bass  
tone with remarkable resonance.

M1406GIO 19"H × 11¾"W × 11½"D 

LP WHISKEY BARREL STAVE TUMBA CAJON
This cajon brings a rustic and unique look to this popular exclusive design. LP Stave Cajons feature 
a rounded “belly” and a more narrow top for a wide sonic range with crisp slaps and a bass tone 
with remarkable resonance.

M1406WB 19"H × 11¾"W × 11½"D 
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LP ASPIRE® ACCENTS CAJONS 
LP’s popular and great sounding Aspire Cajon comes in three striking 
satin finishes. It features all-wood construction, three internal sets of 
snare wires and a textured seating surface.

LPA1332-* 17¼"H × 11¾"W × 12¹ ⁄8"D 
*(BBS) Blue Burst Streak, (DWS) Dark Wood Streak, (SBS) Sunburst Streak

LP ASPIRE® CAJON  
The LP Aspire Cajon houses a set of wire snares for vibrant flamenco trills and 
rich bass tones. The durable Siam Oak front panel is adjustable with varying 
screw tension. It has a textured seating surface and large rubber feet to keep 
the cajon in place during play. 

LPA1331    19½"H × 11¾"W × 12¼"D 

LP ASPIRE® TOUR WIRE CAJON 
Hear the boost in your bass that the built-in LP Cajon Port makes in this 
incredible new cajon. Built with a Birch/Poplar body and a specially-
designed soundboard to accentuate lows and DW® snare wires to bring 
out the highs. Includes a free carrying bag.

LPA1331CB  17¼"H × 11¾"W × 12¹ ⁄8"D 

LP ASPIRE® HAVANA CAFÉ CAJON
The LP Aspire Havana Café Cajon features a truly unique finish. Three sets 
of DW® snare wires create dynamic range, while the birch/poplar body and 
soundboard produce a rich bass tone. 

LPA1332-HC 19"H × 12"W × 12¼"D 
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LP CAJON BRUSHES
These versatile brushes are ideal for cajon play. They feature fine, 
retractable bristles that are both flexible and durable. The rubber 
tips increase bass response and attack. Weight-balanced handles 
for controlled projection and non-slip grips for a secure hold.

LP-CCB Cajon Brushes  

LP CAJON JINGLE CLICK
The Cajon Jingle Click instantly adds a unique, new sound to any cajon.  
Three sets of LP steel jingles provide a great LP tambourine sound.   
The Velcro® back mounted to an ergonomically shaped base securely 
attaches directly to any cajon or the LP Cajon Saddle (LP-CJS).

LP477 Jingle Click  

LP CAJON CASTANETS
Add a crisp castanet sound to your cajon setup. These durable 
castanets easily fasten to any cajon with Velcro® (included). 
The unique O-ring design provides strong and stable rope-free 
tension. Comes in two sizes/pitches.

LP434 Large/Low Pitch Castanet 

LP433 Small/High Pitch Castanet 

LP BONGO CAJON 
The LP Bongo Cajon produces traditional rich bongo sounds from 
an easy-to-play instrument. 

» High and low complimentary pitches
» Tapered sides for playing in-between legs
» Side cutout for easy handling 
» Includes drawstring bag

LP1429    15¾"L × 7½"W 

LP LAPTOP CONGA  
Get Conga sounds from a Cajon! From the inventive designs  
of Valter Kinbom, the LP Laptop Cajon features two 
complementary pitches.

» Select plywood construction 
» Includes waist/leg strap

LP1436    11½" W × 19½" D × 3" H 
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CAJON SOUND CONTROL PILLOW
This pillow helps focus overtones to enhance the warmth of any cajon. 
It also provides a great surface for laying a mic inside the cajon. 
Designed by LP artist Joey Heredia. 

LPCP  Cajon Sound Control Pillow 

CAJON SADDLE PERCUSSION PACK
The ideal companion to the LP Cajon Saddle (LP-CJS), this percussion 
pack includes three of LP’s most popular accessories: Large Cajon 
Castanet, Cajon Brushes and a wooden LP Shaker.

LP-CJSP Cajon Saddle Percussion Pack 

LP CAJON THRONE
Play more comfortably by adding an LP Cajon Throne. It's thick 
padded seat is soft and durable. The throne swivels a full 360º 
so you can quickly reach every instrument in your rig and the non-
slip rubber bottom adds stability. Measures 10" in diameter and 
supports up to 300 lbs.

LP1445 Cajon Throne  

CAJON SADDLE
The perfect accessory for any cajon, the LP Cajon Saddle attaches to 
nearly and standard-sized cajon with its adjustable straps. The padded 
seat provides ultimate comfort for long sessions and the Velcro panels 
keep small percussion accessories handy. It includes removable 
pockets for small items and cajon brushes.

LP-CJS Cajon Saddle  

LP INSIDE PEDAL CAJON
This patented design is the ultimate solution for using a foot 
pedal when playing cajon. The beater strikes a special bass 
soundboard from the inside giving you an amazing bass sound 
and leaves your hands with an unobstructed playing surface.  
The DW-designed foot pedal is smooth and responsive. 

LP1400NWP  17"H × 11¾"W × 13¾"D 

LP CAJON PEDAL
Instantly turn your cajon into a kick drum and  
free up a hand for additional percussion. LP's  
Cajon Pedal has a quick and quiet cable-driven  
system with a patent-pending beater that delivers an 
authentic palm-like sound as it hits the drum. The three-foot 
cable allows for a flexible setup and the specially designed 
mounting plate fits most standard sized cajons.

LP1500 LP Cajon Pedal  

LP1500B LP Cajon Pedal Beater 

LP FOOT TAMBOURINE 
LP188 Tambourines 

» Ideal for cajon and guitar players
» Durable red, high-impact plastic frame 
» Jingle pinning system keeps jingles in place
» 4 pairs of Nickel plated steel jingles for bright,  

high-projecting sound
» Elastic band fits comfortably  

over foot

CAJON PEDAL  
ENHANCERS 
Add a distinctive new sound to your cajon pedal. In 
just seconds, you can add a shaker, a jingle or a finger 
cymbal to the rod of you bass drum beater and infuse 
some new sizzle into your downbeat. 

LP-CBSE-PK Cajon Beater Sound Enhancer Pack 
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LP GALAXY® DJEMBE 
The Siam Oak shell produces deep bass tones and crackling 
highs. This pro-level djembe features LP's Comfort Curve II rims 
and a natural goat skin head. 

LP720X 12½" diameter, 25" tall 

LP ASPIRE® AFRICAN DJEMBE
The rounded bowl-shaped upper chamber delivers incredible resonance  
and rich bass sounds and allows a wide range of fundamental tones. 

» Siam Oak shell 
» Natural goat skin head 
» EZ Curve Rim 
» LP Heart side plates with 5 ⁄16" tension rods

LPA632-* 12½" diameter, 25" tall 
*SGC=Serengeti/Chrome. VSB=Vintage Sunburst/Chrome

 

LP ASPIRE® DJEMBE 
LP's popular Aspire Djembe is made of Siam Walnut, which is 15% lighter in 
weight than Siam Oak. The rounded bowl-shaped upper chamber delivers 
incredible resonance and rich bass sounds and allows a wide range of 
fundamental tones.

LPA632-SW 12½" diameter, 25" tall 

LP ASPIRE® TUNABLE DJEMBE 
The LP Aspire Djembe is the ideal instrument for drum circles,  
gatherings or just having fun.

» Siam Oak shell 
» Natural goat skin head 
» EZ Curve Rim 
» LP Heart side plates with 5 ⁄16" tension rods

LPA630-* 12½" diameter, 25" tall 
*AWC=Natural/Chrome, VSB=Vintage Sunburst/Chrome 

LP RICHIE GAJATE-GARCIA DJEMBE
Inspired by Richie Gajate-Garcia, this djembe is made from the 
same wood as his signature Romanian Tilia wood congas. This 
beautiful wood offers a very dynamic range of highs and lows and is 
significantly lighter in weight than Oak. It comes with a Comfort Curve 
II rim and goat skin head.

LP720RG 12½" diameter, 25" tall 

LP GALAXY® GIOVANNI DJEMBE 
Inspired by Giovanni Hidalgo and a traditional African drum, the LP 
Galaxy Djembe has a North American Ash Shell with a natural Gloss 
finish and gleaming gold tone hardware. It comes with a Comfort 
Curve II rim and goat skin head. 

LP799X-AW 12½" diameter, 25" tall 
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LP FX SYNTHETIC  
SHELL DJEMBES 
LP’s FX Djembe is the perfect “go anywhere” drum. Its synthetic 
shell and head are resistant to the elements and tough enough to 
withstand the roughest of conditions. FX Djembes feature deep, 
resonant lows as well as brilliant, crisp high tones. It's available in 
two sizes and in rope-tuned and mechanically-tuned versions.

LP724* 11" diameter, 22" tall, Rope-tuned  

LP725* 12½" diameter, 25" tall, Rope-tuned   

LP726* 11" diameter, 22" tall, Mechanically-tuned  

LP727* 12½" diameter, 25" tall, Mechanically-tuned 
*(B) Blue, (C) Copper, (G) Gray

WORLD BEAT®  
TUNABLE BODHRAN 
WB239 18-inch shell 

» Natural goatskin head
» Broad range, easy to tune 
» Includes tuning wrench, nylon case  

and wood beater

WORLD BEAT®  
BODHRAN
WB282 18-inch shell 

Authentic Celtic-style drum with a cross-section  
support brace behind the head. 

» Natural goatskin head with Murphy's logo
» Played by hand or with wooden beater
» Includes black nylon case and wood beater

WORLD BEAT® PLENERA  
SET WITH BAG 
WB505 Set of 3 drums, 8" Requinto, 10" Segundo 
  and 12" Seguidor. 

» Sturdy PVC drum shells
» Tunable natural skin heads
» Lightweight and easy to play 
» Includes carry bag and tuning wrench

LP TAMBORA
LP271-WD 

The LP Tambora is essential for performing 
authentic Merengue – the rhythm of the Dominican 
Republic. This instrument is traditionally played 
with the drum on the lap and hit with a beater 
on one end and a bare hand on the other.

» 11" Wood Rim Tambora 
» Siam Oak shell with natural rawhide heads 
» Includes black nylon neck strap, tuning wrench,  

LP Lug Lube  

LP WORLD BEAT  
WOOD ART DJEMBES 
LP’s World Beat Wood Art Djembes are hand- 
carved with organic African designs from solid,  
plantation-grown logs. The drums feature  
natural, goatskin heads and durable, nylon  
rope tuning that stays in tune and lasts for years.

LP713S* Small 

LP713M* Medium  

LP713L* Large 
*(B) Black/Brown, (R) Red/Natural

LP BATA DRUMS 
Traditionally, batás are ceremonial  
drums that are played in groups. At  
least three people sit, each with a  
different size drum, and act out “call and  
answer” patterns which are played on the  
drums. Contemporary drummers often use  
two or three batás in a stand on their  
percussion set-up. 

LP Batás have precise, gracefully tapered  
shells, with increasing thickness to the most  
narrow point, for a great, strong sounding drum.

» Siam Oak shells 
» Natural rawhide heads 
» Includes black nylon neck strap, tuning wrench, 

LP Lug Lube

LP490-AWC Large Iyá, 6½" & 12½" heads 

LP491-AWC Medium Itólele, 5¾" & 9" heads 

LP492-AWC Small Okónkolo, 5" & 6¾" heads 
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LP UDU®  
CLAYTONE DRUMS
» Tear drop shape drums are comfortably  

played and provide wet, liquid- 
like sounds

» Available in four sizes with  
complementary tones

LP1400-C1 12" H x 8" W  

LP1400-C2  13" H x 9" W  

LP1400-C3  15" H x 10" W  

LP1400-C4  17" H x 11" W  

LP UDU® MBWATA DRUM
LP1400-MB

» Extreme textures between chambers
» Lower rounded chamber produces mellow,  

dry bass tones; smaller, flat chamber  
creates bright, sharp tones

» Sounds created from the upper chamber  
are similar to those sounds of the Indian  
tabla or Middle Eastern dumbek 

LP DHARMA METTA DRUMS 
LP Metta drums are designed to be used in musical as well as therapeutic 
settings and produce peaceful, soothing drone sounds from its tongues 
tuned to a Tanpura scale, known for its meditative properties. Use the 
included magnets to alter the tuning for unlimited sonic options. Two 
rubber mallets and a nylon carrying bag are also included.  

» Tuned to Tanpura scale
» Includes two magnets for additional tuning options 
» Carrying bag and mallets included

LPD0608 8" diameter, Mystic Silver finish  

LPD0612 12" diameter, Earth Gold finish 

LPD0616 16" diameter, Deep Copper finish 

LP UDU® HADGINI DRUM 
LP1400-HG
» Developed by Frank Giorgini and percussionist Jamey Haddad
» Rounded low chamber has an alto range; triangular chamber has 

more bright and transparent sounds; similar to a clay tabla
» Each chamber has different textures that allow rubbing sounds 

to be added to the sound mix  

LP UDU® TAMBUTA DRUM
LP1400-TM

» Very dry tones with short to medium sustain
» Main body produces tight, quick “pops”
» Extended bell offers tonal complements and a way  

to control sound

LP UDU® UDONGO II DRUM
LP1400-UG
» Rich, extreme textures between chambers, ranging from mellow,  

dry sounds to bright, sharp, wet sounds
» Unique “whining” sound can be created 
» Two headed design is ideal for the bongo player

LP UDU® UTAR DRUM
LP1400-UT
» Lowest pitch of all the Udus 
» Bell chamber creates bright, wet sounds
» Shell can create “cowbell” type sounds
» Ideal for conga and bongo players
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LP RAW POTZ®

A completely new concept in metallic percussion, Potz deliver the tonality  
and musicality of bells in an all-too-familiar package. Hand-welded in the 
USA from heavy gauge steel with a spun steel top. They’re a must-have 
creative tool for beat masters everywhere. Available in three sizes/pitches. 
8-inch Potz drum comes with built-in tab for LP Sound-Enhancer™ 

LP1604 Potz 4" diameter 

LP1606 Potz 6" diameter 

LP1608 Potz 8" diameter 

LP RAW TRASH SNARE
LP1601 14" diameter

Literally upcycled from an actual galvanized trash can lid, 
the Trash Snare is a Swiss Army knife of an instrument. An 
included Snare Wire Sound Enhancer makes it a perfect 
side snare. Remove the wires for timbale sound. Loaded  
with synthetic beads, it’s a massive shaker, ocean drum  
or sizzle effect. Play both sides! Made in the USA.

LP RAW JANGLE BELL
LP009-J 8" cowbell, Brushed Steel

A hybrid bell that combines our renown LP Classic 
Ridge Rider® build with internal nickel-plated steel 
jingles at the mouth of the bell. A brand new sound 
that’s as percussively inspiring as it is original. 
Includes our patented self-aligning eyebolt which 
grips ³ ⁄8-inch to ½-inch rods. Made in the USA.

LP RAW STREET CANS
Thunderous punch and explosive power 
courtesy of a 1mm beaded steel shell and 
resonant head-free design. Amp up the 
performance for front-of-stage players, 
drummers, even DJs. 

LP1614 14" Street Can 

LP1616 16" Street Can 

LP1618 18" Street Can 

LP SOUND ENHANCERS
LP Sound Enhancers come in three unique styles; the Jingle produces 
a bright, cutting tambourine sound. Use the Shaker to sprinkle in a 
subtle rain-like dynamic and snap on the snare to infuse some sizzle 
into any drum in your set-up. Patent Pending. 

LP1621 Sound Enhancer, Jingle 

LP1622  Sound Enhancer, Shaker 

LP1623 Sound Enhancer, Snare 
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LP BRAZILIAN TIMBAU
A conical shaped drum that originated in Bahia, Brazil.
» Hardwood shell with Honey finish and chrome hardware
» Eight top-tuning lugs, tunable with standard  

drum key (included)
» Protective rubber bottom

LP3314    14" diameter, 35" tall 

LP BRAZILIAN TANTAN
LP Tantan has a great for bass sound for smaller settings. 

» Hardwood shell with Honey finish and chrome hardware
» Mylar/naugahide hybrid head eliminates overtones
» Traditional hook tuning system with six tuning lugs
» Equipped with strap loops and an adjustable strap
» Protective rubber bottom

LP3514 14" diameter, 27½" tall 

LP BRAZILIAN REBOLO
The LP Rebolo, a smaller version of the Tantan, is ideal  
as an off-beat accompaniment to its larger cousin. 

» Hardwood shell with Honey finish and  
chrome hardware

» Mylar/naugahide hybrid head eliminates overtones
» Traditional hook tuning system with six tuning lugs
» Convenient adjustable strap
» Protective rubber bottom

LP3512    12" diameter, 18" tall 

LP BRASS CUICA
The Cuica is a Brazilian friction drum that is often used in Samba 
music of all kinds. It features a stick that is fastened inside the 
drum in the center of the drumhead. Changing the pressure on 
this stick produces different pitches and timbres. 

» Innovative top-tuning design with 8 tuning rods
» Goatskin head with bamboo stick
» Rub stick with wet cloth while applying pressure to the  

"stick bead" on drum head
» Produce a unique sound by applying varying degrees of 

pressure to the drum head
» Includes carry strap

LP3408 8" diameter brass shell, 10½" deep

LP BRAZILIAN REPINIQUE 
LP's Aluminum Repiniques deliver a crisp tone that's sure  
to cut through the sound of the rest of the bateria. 

» Aluminum shell with synthetic head 
» Curved rims for comfort and support
» 6 tuning lugs on 10", 8 tuning lugs on 12" 

LP3110 10" diameter aluminum shell, 12" deep 

LP3112 12" diameter aluminum shell, 12" deep 

LP BRAZILIAN CAIXA   
The LP Caixa features an adjustable snare throwoff and is 
drum key tunable.

» Synthetic head 
» 6 tuning lugs 
» 12 strand snare   

LP3212    12" diameter aluminum shell, 7" deep
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Stanton Moore  
An inventive drummer and talented performer, Stanton Moore is 
especially connected to his home city of New Orleans and derives 
much of his creativity from the city's rich culture and collaborative 
spirit. Stanton helped found the New Orleans-based essential funk 
band Galactic, which continues to amass a worldwide audience.

LP BRAZILIAN TAMBOURIM  
» Perfect for samba or pagode, the LP tunable tambourim 

provides authentic Brazilian sound with high, sharp timbre and 
minimal sustain. Its smooth inner shell provides extra comfort.

» Hardwood shell with honey finish and chrome hardware
» Black synthetic head 
» Ten tuning screws spaced for comfortable hand gripping

LP3006    6" diameter wood shell

LP BRAZILIAN CHOCALHOS
Ideal for Samba and Carnival musical  
applications. 

» Galvanized aluminum jingles for  
clear and loud projection

» Lightweight aluminum frame with  
handles for easy grip

LP3601    Small / 14½" x 5½" 

LP3602    Large / 17" x 8" 

LP BRAZILIAN PANDEIROS  
The fully tunable LP Pandeiro has a balanced head and a distinctive  
jingle sound. Its narrow, lightweight shell allows precise hand control. 
» Hardwood shell with Honey finish and chrome hardware
» 10" model has 5 sets of pandeiro jingles and 7 tuning screws
» 12" model has 7 sets of pandeiro jingles and 8 tuning screws
» Carry bag included

LP3010 10" diameter shell, black synthetic head 

LP3010N 10" diameter shell, natural head  

LP3012 12" diameter shell, black synthetic head 

LP BRAZILIAN SURDOS 
LP Surdos produce a very pronounced deep, rich fundamental pitch. 
Specially designed overtone controlled heads eliminate the need for 
muffling materials.  

» Synthetic head 
» Curved rims for comfort and support 
» 8 tuning lugs on 18" models, 10 tuning lugs on 20" models
» Three removable, height-adjustable legs with rubber feet

LP3018 Wood, 18" diameter x 22" deep  

LP3118 Aluminum, 18" diameter x 22" deep 

LP3020 Wood, 20" diameter x 22" deep  

LP3120 Aluminum, 20" diameter x 22" deep

LP TRI-TONE SAMBA WHISTLE 
LP352  

The patented LP Tri-tone Samba Whistle originated in Brazil and is a standard 
in today's dance music. It's a must for any percussionist or DJ.

» Three distinct, complementary tones are achieved by placing the fingers 
over the side chamber holes in varying combinations

» Crafted of anodized aluminum with precision machined components to 
ensure consistent sound

LP STANTON MOORE PANDEIRO 
Incorporated by Stanton Moore as an essential element of his unique 
drum kit set up, this tunable pandeiro fits nicely in a snare stand or  
the LP Super Mount-All® with a ratchet tilter. Mic it from underneath  
and strike it with a drumstick for maximum effect.

» Hardwood shell 
» Remo® Coated Emperor Head 
» 7 sets of jingles and 8 tuning rods 
» Mounts to any 3 ⁄8" to ½" diameter rod 
» Carry bag included 

LP3012-SM 12" × 1¾" 


